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Anti Christian Polemics Of Ibn
Jews have often used Paul as their primary target in anti-Christian polemics, claiming that while Jesus was a good Jew who never meant to found a new religion, Paul manipulated Jesus's message for ...
Is Paul the Father of Anti-Semitism?
CHAPTER 2 Blood and the Covenant: The Jewish and Christian Careers of a Biblical Verse CHAPTER 2 ... CHAPTER 4 Power in the Blood: The Medieval and the Modern in Nazi Anti-Semitism CHAPTER 4 Power in ...
Blood and Belief: The Circulation of a Symbol between Jews and Christians
People are having sex before they date, and women make their own personal porn to share on social media.” Barton, a professor of sociology and gender studies at Morehead State University, assembles ...
The traditional case against pornography, with a few 21st-century updates
Please note that the posts on The Blogs are contributed by third parties. The opinions, facts and any media content in them are presented solely by the authors, and neither The Times of Israel nor ...
Aristotle not Prophets of Monotheism started religious conflicts
Important sources for this are: anti-Christian polemics (Galen, Kelsos, Porphyrios, Julian, among others) and the Christian responses (Origen, Kelsos and others); the apologetic writings of the Church ...
(D4) Images of the Other: Analyses of the Rhetoric of Violence in Late Antiquity
Almost magically, some of the hardest and most calcified knots of Christian anti-Jewish polemics resolve into affirmative positions that not only sustain the distinctiveness of Judaism but provide ...
Jesus the Jew in Christian Memory
If not Iconophile polemics ... is not simply anti-Iconoclastic. Image after image seems directed towards defining and defending the Orthodox position, not only on the question of images, but on most ...
Visual Polemics in the Ninth-Century Byzantine Psalters
The controversies generally arose in a Jewish context, but when the words of Jesus came to be used by Christians who did not identify with the Jewish people as Jesus did, such sayings often became ...
Guidelines for Christian-Jewish Relations
Israeli police said 44 people were arrested and 20 officers were wounded in a night of chaos in Jerusalem, where security forces separately clashed with Palestinians angry about ...
Israeli police arrest dozens in night of chaos in Jerusalem
He is also pro-Western, anti-terrorism ... he was born elsewhere-Porbandar)." Ibn Warraq grew up in Karachi and, when he was ten, left central Asia for a Christian boarding school in England.
Judeo-Christian Sources of the Koran
Slowly the magnitude of this endeavor took the shape of a question: Can Christians disarm the habits of hostility without reconfiguring the theological wiring of the entire Church? Can Christians ...
Contending with a Polemical Tradition:
This is one of the most antisemitic statements by Bakunin, written in 1872 in French, at the start of the text: "Aux Compagnons de la Fédération des Sections internationales de Jura". Another set of ...
Translation of the antisemitic section of Bakunin's "Letter to Comrades of the Jura Federation"
And a young Christian couple was thrown in a brick kiln ... for belief through terrorist methods amounted to terrorism. The anti-terrorism court convicted Malik Mumtaz Qadri of terrorism and ...
IBN ABDUR REHMAN (1930 — 2021)
In its broad usage, pantomime means “silent acting”. It is the form of dramatic activity in which silent motion, gestures, facial expression and costume are relied upon to express emotional states or ...
Pantami and the abuse of the pantomime
There is a righteous delirium implicit in Kwara public schools’ anti-hijab sentiments. Ten schools’ administrators, waving the Christian flag ... and Ja‘far ibn Abi Talib, who acted as ...
On Kwara’s faith debacle (2)
Undoubtedly, some anti-Jewish calumnies did have a European origin, transmitted by missionaries and local Christians to various ... of Umar (named after Umar ibn al-Khattab: the second caliph ...
A Guide to the Galaxy of Islamic Anti-Semitism
Sporadic pro- and anti-Syrian rallies and sit-ins were held ... But instead of taking to the streets, supporters of the Christian Free Patriotic Movement held sit-ins on university campuses ...
Fears Mount as Lebanon’s Debate on Syria Takes Serious Turn
Mr. Rehman was a strong voice for Pakistan’s religious minorities, including Christians and Hindus ... all sense of shame or responsibility.” Ibn Abdur Rehman was born in the northern Indian ...
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